
• Use Zonar telematics data and NECS’ deep fuel 
tax recovery experience to ensure timely, accurate 
data capture—and eliminate error-prone manual 
documentation.

• Collect and transmit automated meter and fuel data 
to eliminate manual mileage data collection, capture 
correct odometer readings and determine accurate fuel 
consumption. 

• Track annual vehicle mileage across your fleet to identify 
the vehicles eligible for 2290 HVUT recovery.

• Use NECS expert analysis of off-highway and off-road 
equipment GPS, ECU, geofencing and PTO data to 
maximize fuel excise recoveries.

• Transmit GPS ‘proof of route’ tracking and trip reporting 
from Ground Traffic Control to eliminate manual IFTA 
driver-operator paperwork and allow redeployment of 
in-house FTE resources to more productive work.

Eliminate paperwork, repurpose costly manual processing time and maximize your ROI with NECS’ hassle-free 
tax recovery and compliance experience. NECS is a 30+ year expert in fuel and excise taxes, and specializes in the 
automated processing of International Fuel Tax Agreement (IFTA) returns, individual state fuel tax returns (NY HUT, 
Weight Mileage Tax, etc.), as well as Federal Form 2290 Heavy Vehicle Use Tax (HVUT) returns. 

NECS uses Zonar telematics and electronically-captured driver data to streamline necessary fuel tax recovery and 
compliance documentation. And our integrated solution enables seamless data sharing from fleet vehicles and  
Zonar Ground Traffic Control® to NECS proprietary back-end systems. 

Improve IFTA compliance.
Maximize fuel tax recovery dollars.



How it works
IFTA processing
Installed on each fleet vehicle, the Zonar V4™ telematics unit collects and electronically transmits vehicle and driver 
data from the engine control unit (ECU) or in-cab tablet to Zonar Ground Traffic Control in real time. NECS integrates 
with Zonar’s API to connect this data, along with vehicle path, trip, fuel and geofencing reports to its proprietary 
software. It is then amassed and prepared into required IFTA documentation, reviewed by NECS agents and filed on a 
quarterly basis. The Zonar-NECS integration enables NECS to send automated electronic alerts to provide streamlined 
reminders and communications.

Tax recovery services.
NECS experts are able to view and analyze the electronic data provided by Zonar to identify tax recovery options by 
state* such as fuel excise tax and 2290 HVUT. Fleets rarely use these tax expenses because manual data collection is 
often too difficult, labor intensive and often innacurate. However, this partnership enables easier, digital telematics 
data collection and reporting to streamline the process. 

NECS can track heavy vehicles in excess of 55,000 GVW and identify annual mileage data captured electronically by 
Zonar, which could qualify the vehicle for 100 percent HVUT tax recovery under federal law. 

Vocational fleets with off-highway and off-road vehicles and equipment may also be eligible for fuel excise tax 
recovery. GPS and PTO events reported by Zonar V4 and geo-fencing capabilities set up in Ground Traffic Control  
help to provide important proof of off-highway/off-road use integral for fuel excise tax recovery.

*Tax recovery options vary dramatically by state. 

Interested in learning more about the NECS and Zonar integration? Contact your appropriate sales representative:
NECS | 550 W 36th St., Jasper, IN 47546 | 812.634.1413 | www.necssolutions.com
Zonar | 18200 Cascade Ave S. Seattle, WA 98188  | 206.878.2459 | www.zonarsystems.com


